
Solitaire

**About Solitaire**

The Solitaire app brings the Windows game classic on smartphones and tablets. Players can enjoy

the usual game design and the classic game structure which is coupled with modern features. 

By using the Solitaire app you can play Windows’ popular game classic even when you’re on the

move. In the main, the app is oriented towards the classic game structure and the original design.

Furthermore, it impresses with special features like daily challenges or a multiplayer mode. If you

enjoyed the Windows game classic then, you’ll love this app. 

**Solitaire – features: **

-	Play the windows gaming classic: The app Solitaire offers you the possibility to play Window’s

popular game now even on smartphones and tablets. The app is mainly oriented towards the

classic game structure. The only difference: You don’t have to use the mouse but your fingers to

move the cards. Also the app’s design is strongly oriented towards the gaming classic and

impresses with a clear presentation. Like that you can enjoy the popular Windows Solitaire to the

full, also on your smartphone and tablet. Sort cards and build decks on the move. 

-	Daily challenges: In order that the classic game structure stays exciting and varied, you can face

different challenges every day. If you solve the daily challenge, you receive a crown as reward. Win

as many crowns as possible and receive trophies. 

-	Multiplayer mode:  In contrast to Window’s gaming classic, you can play Solitaire on your

smartphone and tablet even in multiplayer mode. This allows you to compete against friends but

also against completely unknown players. The one, who finishes the game faster, wins. 

-	Special features: Besides the classic game structure and the original design, Solitaire app has

also special features which differentiate the app from the original game. You can choose between

different motive packages or can use the special “show me how to win” feature which shows you

all moves which are needed to win. You can also undo every of your moves any number of times.

In order that your game process doesn’t get lost, you game status will be saved automatically. 

Conclusion: The app Solitaire combines Window’s classic game structure with modern features

like multiplayer mode or daily challenges. With the help of different motive packages or thrilling

duels, the game always stays varied. 


